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Our Ingenuities.
Your Advantages.
StayStraight® Rails
Engineered to prevent
long-term bowing and sagging
GlideLock® Boards
Patented locking privacy boards
that resist impact and wind
SolarGuard® Colors
Color retention technology that
retains like-new finish for years
StaySquare® Gates
Reinforced gate pockets
ensure long-term durability

DOGWOOD HOME SERIES

ActiveYards vinyl fence — made in the USA from the highest quality PVC
— is built to last. The difference is in our construction which is engineered
with patented ingenuities to improve the quality of the fence over its
lifetime, ensuring optimal long-term value.
With a variety of styles, colors and sizes to choose from, ActiveYards
offers one-stop fencing solutions. All fence products proudly come with a
Transferable Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Fencing solutions for life®
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DOGWOOD

GlideLock®
Boards

DOGWOOD HOME SERIES

Ultimate Privacy Fence
The Dogwood is America’s #1 selling privacy fence style. Its simple, 2-rail
design offers complete privacy from post to post while *GlideLock® boards and
StayStraight® rails strengthen each panel for resistance to impact and high winds.

DOGWOOD HAVEN SERIES
VINYL PRIVACY FENCE
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ARROWWOOD

GlideLock®
Boards

ARROWWOOD HOME SERIES

Garden Style
Classic elegance makes The Arrowwood an attractive option for a flourishing
backyard. With its diamond patterned lattice top, The Arrowwood offers a
perfect backdrop for flowering gardens, climbing trellis, or natural stone patios.
ActiveYards’ StayStraight® rails and GlideLock® boards reinforce its timeless
beauty with strength.

HOME SERIES

HAVEN SERIES

ARROWWOOD HAVEN SERIES
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VINYL PRIVACY FENCE

JUNIPER

JUNIPER HAVEN SERIES

Modern Style
The Juniper is simplicity at its best. This bold, modern fencing style
offers a striking, yet understated decorative element with its closed spindle top
and clean lines. The picket spacing creates a little breathing room amidst the
weighted security of the StayStraight® rails and GlideLock® boards for a strong,
sturdy privacy wall that complements its environment.

JUNIPER HAVEN SERIES
VINYL PRIVACY FENCE
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ASPEN

ASPEN HAVEN SERIES

Colonial Style
The Aspen dresses up your basic privacy fence with some colonial charm for
a striking decorative feature that adds a lot of curb appeal to your home. Its
scalloped open spindle picket topper is rooted by ActiveYards’ StayStraight®
rails and GlideLock® boards which provide a strong, beautiful frame around
your outdoor living space.

HAVEN SERIES

ASPEN HAVEN SERIES
4
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VINYL PRIVACY FENCE

PERSIMMON

GlideLock®
Boards

PERSIMMON HAVEN SERIES

Contemporary Style
The Persimmon is a contemporary fencing style that offers stark contrasts in
color and weight. The black aluminum balusters in its topper give you a peek
into your natural surroundings without compromising any privacy. The thin
vertical lines of the balusters contrast the strength of the StayStraight® rails and
GlideLock® boards for a distinctive finished frame around your home.

HAVEN SERIES

PERSIMMON HAVEN SERIES
VINYL PRIVACY FENCE
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TUPELO

THIRD RAIL
ONLY AVAILABLE
IN 6' HEIGHTS

TUPELO HAVEN SERIES

Coastal Style
Bunk away behind this wide slat semi-private fence in your backyard oasis
and watch the world melt away. With weighted vertical lines, The Tupelo
creates cozy containment that beckons you to escape outside. The thinner
third rail option (only available in 6' heights) beautifully complements and
grounds the design.

TUPELO HAVEN SERIES
4
8

VINYL SEMI-PRIVACY FENCE

MULBERRY

THIRD RAIL
ONLY AVAILABLE
IN 6' HEIGHTS

MULBERRY HAVEN SERIES

Cottage Style
With low contrast in rail and picket sizes, The Mulberry semi-privacy fence evokes
a contemporary cottage feel that is light, bright, and airy. This simple design
delights the eye and is even more striking with the third rail option (only available
in 6' heights) which creates a picturesque backdrop to your yardscape.

MULBERRY HAVEN SERIES
VINYL SEMI-PRIVACY FENCE
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HAWTHORNE

HAWTHORNE HAVEN SERIES

Traditional Style
The Hawthorne offers less bulk and more balance with variable widths between
rails, pickets, and spacing. This style will not detract from the beauty of the
surrounding landscape but it will enhance your pool or patio area. Cap off the
posts with Federation post tops to complete this traditional look.

HAWTHORNE HAVEN SERIES
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VINYL PICKET FENCE

GREENBRIER

GREENBRIER HAVEN SERIES

Modern Style
With its wide, flat pickets, The Greenbrier firmly secures your pool without
compromising the outside view. The minimal contrast between the sturdy,
StayStraight® rails and pickets composes a protective boundary with a simple,
modern design aesthetic.

GREENBRIER HAVEN SERIES
VINYL PICKET FENCE
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CHESTNUT

CHESTNUT STRAIGHT HAVEN SERIES

Colonial Style
Thin, square pickets with pyramid tops give The Chestnut its signature New
England look. With its symmetrical appearance and smooth geometric lines,
this colonial style is available in multiple picket formations including Straight,
Scallop, Staggered Scallop and Stepped.

CHESTNUT SCALLOP HAVEN SERIES
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VINYL PICKET FENCE

CHESTNUT SCALLOP STEPPED HAVEN SERIES

PRIMROSE

PRIMROSE STRAIGHT HAVEN SERIES

Classic Style
Nothing embodies the American spirit better than the dream of owning a home
with a white picket fence. With sturdy, rectangular pickets featuring the famed
spade cap, The Primrose is an exemplary design. This beloved style is available
in Straight, Scallop, or Arched designs for a modern take on an American
Classic.

PRIMROSE SCALLOP HAVEN SERIES

PRIMROSE ARCHED HAVEN SERIES
VINYL PICKET FENCE
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SILVERBELL

SILVERBELL STRAIGHT HAVEN SERIES

Garden Style
Up your curb appeal game with The Silverbell – a softer, curvilinear take on
the classic white picket. The Silverbell features wide pickets with dog ear
tops and complements most traditional house styles. Available in Straight or
Scallop picket formations, this friendly, decorative style is a stunning backdrop
for planting beds and works especially well in front yards between private
walkways and public sidewalks.

SILVERBELL SCALLOP HAVEN SERIES
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VINYL PICKET FENCE

RANCH RAIL

3 RAIL HAVEN SERIES

Rustic Style
With its minimalistic character, Ranch Rail adds the perfect
accent to open, easy going living spaces. Although widely
popular in rural applications, Ranch Rail is increasingly
gaining momentum in residential and commercial areas
and offers an economical way to make an impactful visual
statement. With five styles to choose from, create a lowmaintenance rustic look that is all your own.

2 RAIL HAVEN SERIES

ACCESSORIES

Fence Post Caps

PYRAMID

INTERNAL

BALL

FEDERATION

GOTHIC

CONTEMPORARY

VINYL RANCH RAIL & ACCESSORIES

NEW ENGLAND

SOLAR
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Our Ingenuities. Your Advantages.

Perfectly Balanced

Privacy & Strength

Color that Lasts

Perfectly Strong

StayStraight® technology
is the exclusively engineered
ActiveYards rail system designed
to prevent substantial long term
bowing or sagging.

Our GlideLock® design makes
sure each board locks tightly
into place without any gaps
providing you the seclusion and
privacy you want for your yard.

Every fence we make is
infused with our exclusive
color retention technology,
which helps protect it from
the harmful rays of the sun.

StaySquare® Gate Systems
featuring innovative gate
pockets are exclusively
engineered for strength
without the use of a brace.

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY AT

Dennisville Fence
16 Hall Avenue • Dennisville, NJ 08214
www.DennisvilleFence.com
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545 Tilton Road, Egg Harbor City, New Jersey 08215
ActiveYards.com

